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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to analyze the effect of OTC-DVP (over-the-counter delivery versus payment) fixed income market introduction in Slovenia on the term structure estimation and on the volatility of zero coupon yields and forward interest rates. For the purpose of the analysis Slovenian zero coupon and forward curves were estimated. The model used for yield curve estimation was Nelson-Siegel model as it proved to be superior in terms of goodness of fit, to other statistical methods of yield curve estimation, namely: Svensson model, B-splines model, smoothing B-splines model and Merrill Lynch exponential splines model. Results of analysis show that OTC-DVP bond market introduction (as parallel bond market) has improved the information content of bond prices for term structure estimation purpose. The volatility of spot and forward rates for mid and long remaining maturities has fallen with the highest density on the longest maturity segment.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to analyze the effect of OTC-DVP (over-the-counter delivery versus payment) fixed income market introduction on Slovenian term structure estimation and on the volatility of zero coupon yields and forward interest rates. For the purpose of the analysis Slovenian zero coupon and forward curves were estimated. The model used for yield curve estimation was Nelson-Siegel model as it proved to be superior in terms of goodness of fit, to other statistical methods of yield curve estimation, namely: Svensson model, B-splines model, smoothing B-splines model and Merrill Lynch exponential splines model. Results of analysis show that OTC-DVP bond market introduction (as parallel bond market) has improved the information content of bond prices for term structure estimation purpose. The volatility of spot and forward rates for mid and long remaining maturities has fallen with the highest density on the longest maturity segment.
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model and Merrill Lynch exponential splines model. The resulted estimates are to the knowledge of the author initial estimates of Slovenian term structure. When we write about yield curve or term structure function in the following text, we will be referring to zero coupon yield curve, forward curve or discount curve which can be algebraically shown as three different representations of the same thing – namely the term structure. All estimates will be made on continuously compounded interest rates.

Before OTC-DVP bond market introduction bonds were traded only on the official Ljubljana stock exchange market, but the liquidity of the market was poor. Therefore prices used as input for yield curve calculation were not good representative of market conditions. Our main hypothesis is that the introduction of OTC-DVP market has improved the information value of input prices for the purpose of term structure estimation through the elimination of low liquidity effect. The main reason can be found in institutional investors which act as market makers. They are obligate to quote bid and ask prices for listed fixed income instruments and even more important – they are obligated to do trades within quoted bid/ask spread. Consequently instrument prices more accurately represent current market conditions and can be used as good input data regardless the actual volume of transactions or liquidity. We expect parallel market introduction to improve the quality of estimations in terms of goodness of fit and that improved estimates will reduce the volatility of estimated spot and forward yields.

To test our hypothesis we will have to obtain initial estimates of Slovenian term structure. After the introduction there is a brief theoretical overview of methods used for static yield curve modeling. Then the Slovenian market environment and the introduction of OTC-DVP market are explained in more detail. At the end the results of analyses are presented.

2. Theoretical overview

Static methods of yield curve estimation are usually separated in two groups, namely parametric and spline methods. In the spline subgroup B-splines are the most commonly used estimation method, as they have proven to be numerically stable. In the parametric methods subgroup Nelson-Siegel (1987) and Svensson (1994) models are usually applied. Because of the robust estimation results central banks from developed financial markets usually use parametric models for monetary analyses purposes. The main advantage of splines is their high flexibility, which makes the method very suitable when the yield curve is estimated for the purpose of valuation of financial instruments. On the other hand parametric methods are less flexible and more robust and are usually applied for the purpose of conducting monetary policy where the most important factor of estimation are stable and theoretically sound forward rates.
2.1. Splines

Spline is segmented polynomial composed from individual polynomials of the degree \( k \) and defined on the sequence of knots (De Boor, 2003). The main characteristic of splines as the method of yield curve estimation is the fact that for the purpose of term structure estimation maturity spectrum is segmented in subintervals. The parameters of splines are estimated in the way to achieve the best fit of the function on specific subinterval. McCulloch (1971 and 1975) proposed the application of quadratic and cubic splines. McCulloch (1975), Litzenberger and Rolfo (1984) and Jordan (1984) explicitly analyzed the effect of taxation on yield curve estimation. Vasicek and Fong (1982) estimated discount function with exponential splines. Schaefer (1973 and 1981) suggested using Bernstein polynomials. Shea (1984) and Steeley (1991) introduced the application of cubic B-splines in yield curve estimation. The latest proved to be the most suitable because of their numerical stability and are the most commonly applied in practice (Ioannides, 2003:6). One of the most important application are smoothed B-splines presented by Fisher, Nychka and Zervos (1994). They introduced penalty function in the objective function to penalize excess volatility of forward interest rates for different maturities. Waggoner (1997) extended the idea by introduction of penalty function which values are a function of remind maturity. Anderson and Sleath (2001) applied the model to the Britain fixed income market and indexed bonds to estimate inflation maturity structure.

2.2. Parametric methods of yield curve estimation

Parametric models of yield curve estimation are also known as parsimonious models as they are based on parsimonious parameterization of chosen term structure function. Parsimonious estimation models are trying to estimate the yield curve as linear combination of chosen unsegmented basis functions, defined on the entire maturity interval. The parameters of model are estimated in the way to minimize the sum of square residuals between actually observed and theoretical bond prices or yields to maturity. Parametric method for yield curve estimations was pioneered by Nelson and Siegel (1987) and further developed by Svensson (1994) and Li et al. (2001). Parametric methods differ in the type of estimated term structure function, namely discount function, zero coupon yield curve or forward curve, where the latest being the most commonly in focus.

2.2.1. Merrill Lynch exponential spline model

In Merrill Lynch exponential spline model (MLES) (Li et al., 2001) the function being estimated is discount function which is modeled as linear combination of basic exponential functions defined on the entire maturity interval:

\[
d(m) = \sum_{k=1}^{D} \xi_k e^{-\alpha k m} \quad (1)
\]

- \( d(m) \) – discount function as function of remind maturity
- \( \xi_k \) – unknown parameters for \( k = 1, \ldots, D \)
- \( \alpha \) - long term instantaneous forward interest rate
2.2.2. Nelson-Siegel and Svensson model

In the parametric model subgroup the most commonly applied model is the Nelson-Siegel (1987) model. It was extended by Svensson (1994) and for that reason the latest is also known as extended Nelson-Siegel model. The basic concept of the model is in the parsimonious estimation of instantaneous forward curve. Algebraically the function is derived as solution to the second degree differential equation with equal real roots. The shape of the function provides several advantages:

- it can be used in different market environments with different term structure shapes, humped, monotone and/or S shaped;
- model is parsimonious as only four parameters need to be estimated;
- estimated forward curve has desired theoretical characteristics – it is smooth and asymptotical and last but not least;
- estimated function can be extrapolated.

Nelson-Siegel (1985:8) suggested forward curve to be estimated as:

$$f(m, \beta) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 e^{-\frac{m}{\tau_1}} + \beta_2 \frac{m}{\tau_1} \left(1 - e^{-\frac{m}{\tau_1}}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Besides being parsimonious the model has another advantage, namely interesting economic interpretation of parameters and good asymptotical characteristics (Seppälä and Viertiö, 1996:17). It holds \( \lim_{m \to \infty} f(m, \beta) = \beta_0 \) and \( \lim_{m \to -\infty} f(m, \beta) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \). The value of parameter \( \beta_0 \) represents the asymptote of zero coupon yield curve function and at the same time the asymptote of forward curve as remained maturity approaches to infinity and can be interpreted as long term interest rate. The sum of parameters \( \beta_0 + \beta_1 \) represent initial value of forward curve \( f(0) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \), which can be interpreted as instantaneous spot interest rate. The value of parameter \( \beta_1 \) represents the deviation of the function values from the asymptote and can intuitively be explained as the curvature of the function or as the difference between long term and short term forward interest rates. Parameters \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_0 + \beta_1 \) must be positively valued.

The value and the sign of parameter \( \beta_2 \) define the magnitude and the direction of the hump. If the value of the parameter is negative, then the term structure is U shaped. If the parameter has positive sign, the term structure is humped. The value of parameter \( \tau_1 \) must be positive and it defines the location of the hump on the maturity spectrum. The parameters of instantaneous forward rate function that have to be estimated are \( \beta = (\beta_0, \beta_2, \tau_1) \). The facilitating fact is that the model is linear in \( \beta_0, \beta_1 \) in \( \beta_2 \) for chosen value of parameter \( \tau_1 \) and that the parameters have the same value on the entire maturity interval. Applied functionality guarantees term structure function to be smooth and at the same time sufficiently flexible.
Svensson (1994:6) extended Nelson-Siegel model by introducing additional parameters that allow term structure function to have additional hump. Schich (1997:15) and Ricart and Sicsic (1995:52) find application of Svensson model to be desirable in the highly uncertain environment on the financial markets. Svensson model is computably more demanding. In most cases in practice application of the model does not significantly improve the results obtained with Nelson-Siegel model and is therefore questionable. Svensson (1994:7) suggested forward curve to be estimated as:

$$f(m, \beta) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 e^{-\frac{m}{\tau_1}} + \beta_2 \frac{m}{\tau_1} e^{-\frac{m}{\tau_1}} + \beta_3 \frac{m}{\tau_2} e^{-\frac{m}{\tau_2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Interpretation of the parameters is identical to Nelson-Siegel model where the additional parameters $\tau_2$ and $\beta_3$ have the same characteristics as $\tau_1$ and $\beta_2$.

**Estimation procedure**

For the purpose of Nelson-Siegel model parameter estimation, we have to derive the discount function from the zero-coupon yield function ($z(m, \beta)$), namely:

$$d(m, \beta) = e^{-\left(\frac{z(m, \beta_0)}{100}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

The parameters of discount function are estimated as sum of square residuals optimization between theoretical and actually observed bond prices, where the estimated discount function for given parameter ($\beta_1$, $\beta_0$, $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$) values serves as input in theoretical bond price calculation:

$$\hat{P}_j(m_j, \beta) = \sum_{k=1}^{\kappa} C_{jk} \cdot \hat{d}(\tau_{jk}, \beta) + V_j \cdot \hat{d}(\tau_{jk}, \beta) ; \quad j = 1, \ldots, N$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

The above equation is nonlinear in unknown parameters ($\beta_1$, $\beta_0$, $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$) and as a consequence parameters can not be estimated with simple regression. Svensson (1994:7) suggests that parameters can be estimated with maximum likelihood method, with nonlinear least squares or with generalized method of moments.

In the optimization process the value of parameters ($\beta_1$, $\beta_0$, $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$) is set under condition of objective function value minimization; where as the objective function is defined as a difference between theoretical and observed bond prices:

$$\min_{\beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2, \tau_1, \tau_2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left[ P_j(m_j) - \hat{P}_j(m_j, \beta) \right]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

The utilization of price difference in objective function is commonly used in practice, as the method is numerically relatively undemanding. The shortcoming of the method is the fact that it can lead to relatively large errors in estimated yields to
maturity on the short maturity segment (Schich, 1997:18). Relative price change of fixed income instrument is equal to the product of modified duration and the change in yield to maturity. For instruments with short remind maturity, the modified duration is small. High relative price volatility is therefore inextricable in even higher yield to maturity volatility. As a result price errors are more the proportionally reflected in yield errors. Price differential is not suitable objective function on short maturity segment. The problem can be solved by applying weighted price errors method or by applying yield errors method. If the weighted price errors method is applied, then the objective function can be written as (Bolder and Gusba, 2002:47; Dombrecht and Wouters, 1999:1):

$$\min_{\Phi} \sum_{j} \left[ \frac{P_j(m_j) - \hat{P}_j(m_j)}{\Phi_j} \right]^2$$

(7)

where

$$\Phi_j = D_j \frac{P_j}{1+y_j} = MD_j \cdot P_j$$

(8)

$P_j$ – observed price of $j$-th financial instrument

$\hat{P}_j$ – theoretical price of $j$-th financial instrument, calculated on the basis of estimated term structure (discount function)

$D_j$ – duration of $j$-th financial instrument

$MD_j$ – modified duration of $j$-th financial instrument

$y_j$ – yield to maturity of $j$-th financial instrument

3. Fixed income market environment in Slovenia

Despite the importance of term structure for business and monetary purposes Slovenian term structure was not yet estimated. Partly the blame goes to undeveloped bond market, characterized by high portion of foreign currency issues by Slovenian government, the lack of long term instruments and low liquidity on the secondary market (Grum, 2005:28). In the last two years state treasury has been systematically issuing only Slovenian SIT denominated bonds with fixed nominal interest rate for the purpose of systematic yield curve building. For the purpose of fulfilling Maastricht’s long term interest rate rule the focus has been on the longest maturity term structure segment. Issuing plan for year 2005 expects treasury to issue long term bond with 11 years and 1 month maturity, which will represent benchmark bond.

In 2001, OTC-DVP (over the counter delivery versus payment) market was introduced for treasury bills and the results have been encouraging – the liquidity of the market has improved (Dolenc, 2003:228). To improve the liquidity of the
secondary bond market in September 2005 OTC-DVP bond market was introduced. The market operates as institutional market with official market makers and it is working parallel to official Ljubljana stock exchange market. Before OTC-DVP market introduction bonds were traded only on the official Ljubljana stock exchange market, but the liquidity of the market was poor. Therefore prices used as input for yield curve calculation were not good representative of market conditions. Introduction of OTC-DVP market has improved the liquidity of Slovenian bonds and it can be expected that the information value of bond prices as inputs in term structure estimation has also improved.

4. Data and yield curve estimation

Slovenian term structure will be estimated on the basis of government bond and treasury bill prices for the period between 1st January 2005 and 28th February 2006. Among bonds index linked bonds and callable bonds will be eliminated. To assure sensible input prices, liquidity and remaining maturity will also represent inclusion criterion. Included bonds are: RS44, RS51, RS54, RS55, RS56, RS57, RS58, RS59 and RS60. From 24th January 2006 two new issues are included in the estimation, namely RS61 in RS62. Because of the issuing system there are 16 different active treasury bills with different remaining maturity in circulation on every estimation day. All of the selected instruments are quoted on parallel OTC-DVP market. Because of the short remaining maturity and extreme yield fluctuations bond RS51 was excluded from estimation. In November 2005 Slovenian Ministry of finance has stopped issuing one-month treasury bills. As a result there are 12 different treasury bills with different remaining maturity in circulation on every estimation day.

We will use quotes for treasury bills and bonds on OTC-DVP market that the market makers are quoting on 11 am on the estimation day. The benchmark hour appointment is experience based, as market makers usually quote all their instruments up to appointed hour. After that quotes are rarely changed, rather they are withdrawn. There is also formal reasoning – along the Agreement of Slovenian inter bank market interest rates settlement – SITIBOR is calculated on the basis of inter bank market interest rate quotes quoted by eight largest Slovenian banks on 11 am every day.

Market makers quote ask and bid price for every financial instrument they are willing to trade. The average between bid and ask price will be used as representative price of certain financial instrument set by certain market maker. Different market makers quote different prices for the same instruments. The representative price of financial instrument for certain day which serves as input price in term structure estimation is calculated as average of representative prices set by individual market maker. OTC-DVP bond market was introduced on 1st November 2005. Before that bonds were traded only on the Ljubljana Stock Exchange and the official exchange price will be used as input for that period.
4.1. Yield curve estimation results

On the basis of presented estimation methodology and using input prices for government bills and bonds from OTC-DVP market we estimated term structure for time period ranging from 1. January 2005 to 28. February 2006. Parameters were estimated on the basis of weighted price error minimization. The parameter estimation was implemented using non-linear least square procedure in Matlab. Methods were compared in terms of goodness of fit, more exactly; they were compared on the basis of root square mean error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean percentage error (MPE) and hit ratio (HR). Hit ratio is defined as proportion of correctly priced securities between all securities. The security is correctly priced if its theoretical value calculated on the basis of estimated term structure, falls in the range between bid and ask price of that security on the day of estimation.

4.1.1. Estimation before OTC-DVP bond market introduction

Estimation period should be separated in two sub periods. The first sub period corresponds to the period from 1. January 2005 to OTC-DVP market introduction on 1. September 2005. In the first sub period bonds were quoted only on Ljubljana stock exchange official market and volume weighted averaged daily price was used as input to estimation. The information value of instrument prices was found to be poor for the purpose of yield curve estimation, as liquidity was not satisfactory. Between tested methods only Nelson-Siegel model proved to be robust enough to systematically produce economically sound estimates of yield curve. Even estimates obtained with the application of Nelson-Siegel model proved to be highly volatile.

The scarcity of instruments available on the market and their poor liquidity disabled other more flexible estimation methods to systematically produce economically sound yield curve estimations. Smoothing B-spline method produced economically sound results if sufficiently high value of penalty function was applied but only if we were willing to sacrifice goodness of fit on the short term segment. McCulloch knots scheme did not yield good results as density of observations on the short segment was disproportionally high when compared to other segments. As a result too many knots were set on the short maturity segment and the volatility of short term rates was high. Sound results were obtained if second knot was set to the maturity of around one year or alternatively with McCulloch knot scheme in combination with sufficiently high value of penalty function.

MLES parametric method also proved to be to flexible. If applied number of basis exponential functions exceeded five, then estimated zero-coupon yields and forward interest rates were to volatile. If less basis functions were applied, then the estimated term structure was to stiff or almost linear and understandably not flexible enough. As a result the goodness of fit on all maturity segments was poor.
4.1.2. Estimation after OTC-DVP bond market introduction

The second subperiod corresponds to the period after parallel OTC-DVP market introduction (1. September 2005) and ranges to the end of estimation period (28. February 2006). As it will be seen from results, the information value of input prices for the purpose of yield curve estimation has improved dramatically in the second subperiod and the volatility of estimated yields has fallen. Unfortunately the second subperiod findings confirmed the first subperiod findings, namely B-spline methods and MLES model proved to be too complex to systematically produce economically sound term structure estimates. The main reason for that is the scarcity of government instruments, especially on the longer maturity segment. In practice it was found out that MLES model could on certain days give marginally better result in terms of goodness of fit when compared to Nelson-Siegel model. On other days the implementation of the same model resulted in very poor estimates. B-splines and smoothing B-splines systematically under performed Nelson-Siegel model and MLES model.

Among tested methods only Nelson-Siegel model proved to be robust enough to give sound estimates in the second subperiod. Application of Svensson model in many cases did not improve estimation results. In many case algorithm did not reach convergence in other technique proved to be computational time and resource consuming. Two hump term structure suggested by Svensson model offers flexibility not needed on the instrument poor Slovenian government fixed income market.

B-splines and MLES parametric model were not robust enough as they are highly dependent on the number of instruments included in the estimation. In the case of Slovenia, this is especially true in the mid and long term segment because of the longer term bond scarcity. From 24. January 2006 when two new bond issues (RS61 and RS62) were included in the estimation the quality of estimates obtained with MLES model and (smoothing) B-spline model has improved. As long term yields were found to be highly volatile we could expect that estimations would improve if government would issue bond with 15 or 20 years remain maturity. We expect flexible methods to improve their value for Slovenian term structure estimation with new government bond issues.
Figure 1: Nelson-Siegel model parameter values in the estimation period

Figure 1 shows the evolution of Nelson-Siegel model parameter values in the estimation period. Left hand side scale represents values of betas and right hand side scale represent value of tau1. Long term interest rate presented by parameter \( \beta_0 \) value has not changed dramatically in the estimation period. 11 years interest rate varied in the range between 3.78% and 4.47%, long term interest rate calculated as limit value when maturity is approaching infinity varied between 3.85% and 4.87%. Short term interest rates calculated as the sum of parameter \( \beta_0 \) and parameter \( \beta_1 \) values has in the estimation period slightly increased, though they have varied in small range. If we neglect extreme value estimated on 26. December 2005 (4.12%), then short term interest rates varied in the range between 3.54% and 3.93%.
### Table 1: Term structure estimates obtained with Nelson-Siegel model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Before OTC-DVP market (1.1.05-31.8.05)</th>
<th>After OTC-DVP market (1.9.05-28.2.06)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta 0</td>
<td>0.04288</td>
<td>0.00208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta 1</td>
<td>-0.00496</td>
<td>0.00223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta 2</td>
<td>-0.01828</td>
<td>0.00346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tau 1</td>
<td>1.57019</td>
<td>0.40442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>51.65485</td>
<td>34.53156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>27.39231</td>
<td>16.57603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPE</td>
<td>-0.00004</td>
<td>0.00007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>67.39%</td>
<td>0.05803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations
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Table 1 presents aggregated results of term structure estimation in two sub periods. It includes estimated model parameter values, the value of spot and forward yields for standardized maturities ranging from 1 month to 11 years and their average value, standard deviation, minimum value, maximum value and coefficient of variation. One of the advantages of Nelson-Siegel model is the fact that estimated yields can be easily extrapolated as long term yields are expected to asymptotically converge to a constant (Meier, 1999:3). Regardless the possibility of extrapolation in this research yields were not estimated for maturities longer than maturity of the longest maturity bond included in the estimation.

Table 2: Change in goodness of fit because OTC-DVP market introduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average after OTC-DVP</th>
<th>Average before OTC-DVP</th>
<th>Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>23.420</td>
<td>51.655</td>
<td>-54.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>12.160</td>
<td>27.392</td>
<td>-55.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPE</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>-0.00004</td>
<td>-79.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (%)</td>
<td>97.57</td>
<td>67.39</td>
<td>44.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations

OTC-DVP bond market introduction has improved the information value of bond prices for the purpose of term structure estimation measured on the basis of goodness of fit. Table 2 shows that the goodness of fit error had decreased for more than 50% and at the same time the volatility of estimated spot and forward yields has been reduced (Table 1). The main reason can be found in institutional investors which act as market makers. They are obliged to quote bid and ask prices for listed fixed income instruments and even more important – they are obligated to do transactions within quoted bid/ask spread. Consequently instrument prices more accurately represent current market conditions and can be used as good input data regardless the actual volume of transactions or liquidity. For that reason the effect of low liquidity on input prices for the purpose of term structure estimation has been reduced dramatically after OTC-DVP bond market introduction.
Figure 2: The root mean squared errors (RMSE) between estimated and actually observed prices

Source: Own calculations

Figure 2 presents the root mean squared errors (RMSE) between estimated and actually observed fixed income instrument prices in the estimated period. The RMSE is calculated in Slovenian tolers (SIT), as dirty prices of fixed income instruments represent the input data. The nominal value of all instruments included in the analysis is 10,000 SIT. If we neglect the accrued interest than 20 SIT absolute RMSE value roughly corresponds to 0.2% relative RMSE. The value of RMSE has been falling during the estimation period and stabilised at level below 20 SIT which was reached in mid December 2005. In last 2.5 months of the estimation Nelson-Siegel model proved to be very robust.

4.2. Volatility analysis results

Figures 2 and 3 show the difference in weekly volatility of zero-coupon yields and forward interest rates before and after OTC-DVP bond market introduction. The volatility is measured as standard deviation of weekly estimates and it is presented on left hand scale. The difference in volatility before and after OTC-DVP bond market introduction is presented on right hand side scale. With OTC-DVP bond market introduction the volatility of spot and forward rates for mid and long remind maturities has fallen. Volatility was found to be extremely reduced for longest maturity yields. For 10 year maturity bond zero-coupon yield volatility has fallen from 0.154 percentage points to 0.049 percentage points or for 0.105 percentage points. This is extremely important, as 10 year benchmark bond yield is closely observed as one of Maastricht’s criteria which have to be implemented before joining...
the EMU. The volatility reduction is desirable as it facilitate the monetary policy conduction.

Figure 3: Change in zero-coupon yields volatility

Source: Own calculations

Figure 4: Change in forward interest rates volatility

Source: Own calculations
From volatility analysis it can be concluded that after the parallel bond market introduction the volatility of spot and forward rates has fallen across the maturity spectrum. The paper proves that introduction of parallel bond market with market makers on illiquid government fixed income markets can reduce volatility of interest rates.

5. Conclusion

In terms of goodness of fit, Nelson-Siegel model proved to be superior to other methods of statical yield curve estimation in Slovenia. Because of good characteristics method is commonly applied among the most important world central banks and it is robust enough to be applied in financial markets characterized with lack of (long term) fixed income instruments and low liquidity. Other more sophisticated methods of statical yield curve estimation proved to be too complex to give economically reasonable results in current stage of fixed income market development.

From volatility analysis it can be concluded that OTC-DVP bond market introduction (as parallel bond market) has improved the information content of bond prices for term structure estimation purpose. Measures of goodness of fit have improved significantly after the parallel bond market introduction. The main reason can be found in institutional market makers who have improved liquidity. Consequently instrument prices more accurately represent current market conditions.

After the parallel bond market introduction the volatility of spot and forward rates for mid and long reminder maturities has fallen with the highest density on the longest maturity segment. This is extremely important, as volatility represent risk. Reduction in yields volatility is desirable for business purposes as well as for conduction of government policy. In conducting monetary policy in Slovenia 10 year benchmark bond yield is closely observed as one of Maastricht’s criteria which have to be implemented before joining the EMU. The paper proves that introduction of parallel bond market can reduce volatility.
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Učinak usporednog OTC-DVP dužničkog tržišta kapitala na varijabilnost tekućih i terminskih kamatnih stopa
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Sažetak

U ovom članku prikazana je analiza učinka početka rada OTC-DVP dužničkog tržišta kapitala u Sloveniji na varijabilnost tekućih i terminskih kamatnih stopa i analiza razlike u veličini učinka za različita preostala dospijeća. Za potrebe analize prikazane su ocjene Slovenskih funkcija bez-kuponskih i terminskih kamatnih stopa na tijednoj bazi za potrebu Nelson-Siegel modela. Po kriterijima kvalitete, primjena Nelson-Siegel model pokazala se bolja od ostalih statističkih metoda koje su bile testirane, a to su: Svensson model, B-splines model, glađen B-splines model i Merrill Lynch eksponenti spline model. Iz rezultata analize može se zaključiti, da je početak rada OTC-DVP tržišta dužničkog kapitala ispravio informacijsku vrijednost cijena dužničkih instrumenta za potrebe procijene vremenske strukture kamatnih stopa. Variabilnost tekućih i terminskih kamatnih stopa smanjila se za srednju i dugu preostalu dospijeću, s maksimalnom dinamikom za najdužu preostalu dospijeću.
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